SDI Level 5 2020-12-06 Session #14B Graduation: Gabriel Meditation & Sirius Star Gate
Gabriel: Greetings, I AM Archangel Gabriel.
I am here as the transmitter of the Light of the All That Is. I have been honored to meet
with you in every session in the last five years of your time, to set the Energies, to bring
forth the Light and to lead everyone into an elevated space of Source, which you are
now capable of entering on your own, through the Quantum Field.
So, this, like every session that we have done together, is no different, although it is
magnified in many ways, because we are here to salute you, to congratulate you for a
level of accomplishment that has not been accomplished, rarely, in the human form.
So, if you will take a deep breath now,
and be very centered in this moment,
in your Sacred Heart,
very aware, very present…
and of course, breathing in Love… exhaling Light…
breathing in Light… exhaling Love…
This sequence is soooo important to Humanity, so that they are continually,
through you, through your body, receiving Love and Light in its most precise manner.
You do often in your Gridmaster service call.
And Metatron has spoken to you about the value of this service,
now especially, in these times of transition into a more vast Ascension process.
So, see yourself at this moment, in your Light Body…….
beautiful Light Body…. that has now become your Etheric Body,
and is constantly communicating to your physical body……..…..
See yourself clothed in your Light Garment,
that is marked with the Sacred Name of the All That Is………….
Now, in your Light Body, enter your Merkaba Vehicle………….
Give the command for that Light Vehicle, your Merkaba Vehicle,
to function at 100% the speed of Light…………..
Give the command, now, to accelerate that Light Vehicle to 130% the speed of Light……..
And now….. in your Light Body… in your Merkaba Vehicle,
which has already been programmed to go to the Star System of Sirius……………….…
You arrive at Sirius B Star Gate, which you are familiar with.
You’ve used this docking station many times.
You are greeted by An Ra Ta and Un La Ta…….
And they will lead you now to the Star System of Sirius C,
where you will disembark and follow them into the Temple of Transparency…………..
I will follow them and take my seat with all of the other Archangels,
and I will now turn this meeting over to An Ra Ta and Un La Ta.

